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Smarter systems with
cloud technology



How can I cut operating costs and 
increase turn-over? How can I make 
services simple and attractive to 
passengers? How can I manage my 
business operations both efficiently 
and simply? How can I invest in my 
ticketing system to ensure it is fu-
ture-proof? These are the challenges 
you as a transport service provider 
have to face day by day.

How do you successfully master these 
challenges? With our account-based 
ticketing system (ABT), which makes 
new ticketing concepts a reality  
through intelligent cloud technology.

ABT is the next evolutionary step 
in ticketing. For transport service 
providers it is a great opportunity to 
successfully compete in the market of 
modern mobility services.
That is why we are taking the chal-
lenge of perfecting our ABT solutions 
for you so that your challenges will 
transform from opportunities into 
sustainable successes.

As a technology pioneer with around 
40 years of market experience, we 
are happy to accompany you on your 
way to an account-based ticketing 
future.

Introduction

/ How can I cut op  erating costs and increase turnover?

/ How can I establish and expand my market position in com  petition with new mobility services?
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YOUR CHALLENGES 
ARE OUR MOTIVATION



Daten / Fakten/ How can I cut op  erating costs and increase turnover?

/ HOW SECURE IS MY INVESTMENT?

/ HOW CAN I MAKE MY SERVICES MORE ATTRACTIVE TO PASSENGERS?

/ How can I establish and expand my market position in com  petition with new mobility services?

/ HOW CAN I GET MY BUSINESS INTO SHAPE FOR THE FUTURE?
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CLOUD TICKETING 
IN A NUTSHELL
If you want to watch a movie on the 
internet, not much is required: all 
you need is an internet connection 
and access data for a movie portal to 
get access to countless movies – no 
matter where you are or when you 
want to watch. This type of cloud-ba-
sed online service has been highly 
successful worldwide and virtually 
anybody who has tried it would 
never want to do without.

We make this successful concept 
available to transport service pro-
viders with our ABT solutions. Until 
now, ticketing data has been saved in 
different places: product information 
and credit on user smart cards, tariff 

information on field devices, adminis-
trative data in the back-office system 
etc. The result is a bulky, sluggish 
system that requires substantial effort 
when it comes to maintenance.

With ABT, all this data and informati-
on is stored solely in the back-office 
system, where it is available in real- 
time on a round-the-clock basis for all 
ticketing processes. This means that 
extensive tariff changes can be ap-
plied within seconds and reports ana-
lysed instantaneously. Field devices 
such as validators and gates are used 
solely to perform their main function 
– to provide passengers with secure 
and convenient access to transporta-

tion services. Your passengers do not 
have to worry about anything except 
signing onto the system when they 
start a journey. Manual sign-off is 
only necessary if required by the fare 
system.

Existing identification data provided 
by media such as a credit card, ID or 
smartphone is used for access pur-
poses. Ticket tariffs and supplemen-
tary ticket products are determined 
automatically and dynamically based 
on user profile, the current rate and 
tickets already issued.

How it works
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ACCOUNT-BASED TICKETING
is more ef ficient, faster and simpler due to centralisation 

of all logical system components in the cloud

ACCOUNTS
contain all customer-related data, either 

in anonymous or personalised form

FARE ENGINE
provides all f ield devices with 
current ticket data in real-time

OPEN INTERFACES
 enable fexible communication between the  

various modules and connected systems

BUSINESS INTELLIGENGE
compresses all operating data for 

precise analysis and evaluation

/ Everything in the cloud
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FUTURE-PROOF ECONOMICAL MODULAR

Benefits and possibilities

GOOD REASONS FOR A  GREAT SYSTEM
Do you remember the time when 
conventional mobile phones were 
replaced by smartphones? Suddenly, 
making a phone call was just one of 
many functions that we now all take 
for granted and use intuitively.

This applies in just the same way to 
the technology changeover from 
conventional ticketing to account- 
based ticketing – with one key dif-

ference: in smartphones, the higher 
efficiency is achieved by more com-
plex technology; but ABT systems are 
actually simpler in their technological 
structure than conventional ticketing 
systems. 

ABT is a completely new technology 
which can be introduced in stages. 
Unlike mobile phones, you don’t 
have to opt for an entirely new sys-

tem: you can simply extend your exis-
ting system as you wish. This means 
that all transport service providers 
can enjoy the benefits of ABT right 
away.

As you can see, there are very good 
reasons to take a closer look at ABT. 
After all, you would not want to do 
without your smartphone, would 
you?
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�� Excellent expansion and scaling
capacity due to open system
architecture
�� Account-based and conventional
ticket products can be used at the
same time (as a migration strategy
or on a permanent basis)
�� Tariff changes can be activated in
the entire system right away
�� Less work involved in planning and
implementing changes or updates
due to the centralised system

�� Rolling out changes is much simp-
ler since adaptations only have to
be made centrally
�� The work involved in administrati-
on and maintenance of the system
as a whole is significantly reduced
�� Long system lifecycles due to
extensive capacity for extension
and adaptation
�� Operators have to issue fewer ticket
media – or none at all

�� Tailor-made functionality to meet
all needs
�� Regular availability of new and
improved modules
�� Individual modules can be customi-
sed on request



SECURE CONVENIENT VERSATILE

Vorteile von ID-basiertem Ticketing

/ SENKEN SIE IHRE BETRIEBSKOSTEN

/ VEREINFACHEN SIE IHR ÄNDERUNGSMANAGEMENT

/ VERBESSERN SIE DIE ERWEITERBARKEIT IHRES SYSTEMS

/  STEIGERN SIE DIE ATTRAKTIVITÄT FÜR IHRE FAHRGÄSTE 

GOOD REASONS FOR A  GREAT SYSTEM
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�� PCI-DSS certified system
�� EMV certified system (provided the 
appropriate end devices are used)
�� Blacklists can be applied through- 
out the entire system within  
seconds
�� Real-time data improves identifica-
tion of attempted fraud
�� Risk management is a key compo-
nent of the system

�� Any electronically readable media 
(such as credit card, ID, smartphone) 
can be used for ID purposes
�� Account-related offers can be pro-
vided (i.e. geared towards specific 
individuals)
�� Fast, smooth handling since the 
passenger does not need to have 
detailed knowledge of the tariff 
systems

�� Integration of external data sources 
in pricing, e.g. neighbouring 
networks
�� Real-time passenger information
�� Extensive customer relationship 
management (CRM)
�� Product range can be extended 
to include products not related 
to transportation such as concert 
tickets
�� Wide range of payment methods, 
e.g. PayPal

Benefits of account-based ticketing

/ CUT YOUR OPERATING COSTS

/ SIMPLIFY YOUR CHANGE MANAGEMENT

/ IMPROVE YOUR SYSTEM’S EXTENSION CAPACITY

/  MAKE YOUR SYSTEM MORE ATTRACTIVE TO PASSENGERS
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MODULAR FLEXIBILITY 
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The innovative functions of your 
ABT system are provided by highly 
specialized modules. The system 
core can be supplemented by a varie-
ty of optional modules, making ABT 
adaptable to meet your needs. These 
modules allow for composing an 
overall system that is tailored to your 

individual demands. Modules can of 
course be integrated at a later stage 
too. The modules themselves likewise 
offer wide-ranging options in terms 
of scalability and configuration, so 
there are virtually no limits in terms of 
customisation.

Open data interfaces ensure for 
smooth integration of external 
systems. Our constant module 
updates can be smoothly integrated 
in up-and-running systems, so you 
can always benefit from the latest 
developments.



MODULAR FLEXIBILITY 
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Management of risk rules, risk 
analysis, hotlist management,  
fraud detection

Communication between back-
end system and field devices, online 
transaction validation

Media supply management for media
supplier, PTOs and passengers 

SUPPLY CENTERTXN ENGINERISK ENGINE

Authorisation, clearing of payment, 
chargeback records, global hotlists

Device management and monitoring, 
specific reports, consumables manage-
ment, SAM management

Controling and coordination of all 
modules

ORCHESTRATIONASSET CENTERPAYMENT CENTER

PTO administration, financial end of 
day processing, settlement of pay-
ment records, provision evalutation 
and balancing

Standard reporting, ad-hoc repor-
ting, business intelligence linkage

REPORTING CENTERCLEARING CENTER

Management and administration of 
passenger accounts, products and
core data, transaction booking

Marketing, customer bonding,  
call management, complaint manage-
ment, CRM linkage

Management of routes, tariffs and pro-
ducts, journey (re)construction and 
price calculation, bundle handling

ACCOUNT CENTER TARIFF CENTERCUSTOMER CENTER

Token & barcode vaults, key manage-
ment, cryptography, logging

Static and dynamic journey planning, 
reservation, travel information,
travel assistance

Management and distribution of lists 
to all relevant devices

MOBILITY CENTERSECURITY ENGINE LIST ENGINE

Our modular system architecture and open data inter- 
faces allow you to tailor your ABT system to your  
exact requirements.



YOU HAVE
THE CHOICE
If you opt for account-based ticketing by Scheidt & Bachmann, you have the 
choice of two fundamental business models. Our system specialists are keen to 
help you find the right model to achieve your goals.

Ticketing as a service

FareGo Cloud offers you access to a 
powerful ABT platform, which deli-
vers all functionalities as ready-to-use 
online service – highly performant 
and fail-proof. This standardized so-
lution can be extensively adapted to 
individual requirements such as tariffs 
by means of parameterisation. You 
automatically benefit from updates 
and advancements which we regular-
ly apply to our ABT platform. Further-
more, you have the choice between 
several accounting models, which 
respectively provide best profitability 
and planning security for different 
ticketing approaches.

Benefits
�� Very high level of cost efficiency
�� Can be implemented after a short 
period of planning and integration
�� Supports your individual future 
strategies 
�� Ideal for introducing ABT parallel to 
an existing ticketing system

Individual system

FareGo Suite offers you an ABT-sys-
tem, which is completely yours 
after the implementation, whether 
it is hosted on your hardware or 
in our computer centres. FareGo 
Suite makes efficient use of stan-
dards supplemented with individual 
adaptations. Our system specialists 
create a system based on your needs 
from our standard modules which 
largely cover your requirements. 
Additional functions are specified in 
collaboration with you, developed 
on an agile basis and introduced after 
joint testing. The individual modules 
can be supplemented with individual 
third-party components as required. 

Benefits
�� Adapted to your requirements and 
your company
�� Maximum flexibility with excellent 
system performance 
�� Managed service for smooth 
round-the-clock operation
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Business models

/ FAREGO  SUITE – PERFECTLY ADAPTED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
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/ FAREGO CLOUD – HIGH PERFORMANCE, DELIVERED NOW

/ FAREGO  SUITE – PERFECTLY ADAPTED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS



THE FIRST STEP
INTO THE FUTURE 
Our modular system architecture 
enables conversion of existing ticket 
systems over a series of individually 
planned migration phases, quickly 
achieving initial success. 

You can simply start where you ex-
pect to generate the greatest benefit 
by switching one product group, 
one mode of transport or one route 
section to account-based ticketing. 

Your passengers will be able to fami-
liarise themselves effortlessly with the 
new system so you will ensure a high 
level of customer acceptance right 
from the outset.

As planning continues you will bene-
fit from your experience of live ope-
ration. You can expand and develop 
your ABT system further according to 
your specific needs. 

Being flexible, scalable and not 
bound to a fixed schedule, migration 
offers excellent planning reliability. 
Even as a member of a network 
system you can remain entirely inde-
pendent of your network partners’ 
planning.
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Implementation
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We recommend introducing account-based  
ticketing in manageable and easy-to-plan phases –
so you can reach your goals safely and easily.



Service
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/ PLEASE NOTE:  FOR OUR FAREGO 
CLOUD BUSINESS MODELS, NUME-
ROUS SERVICES ARE ALREADY INTE- 
GRATED WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK  
OF PLATFORM MAINTENANCE



What is even better than an ABT 
system that allows you to finish your 
work quickly and efficiently? An ABT 
systems that creates no work for you 
at all. Why not let someone do the 
work who knows the system better 
than anyone else: us.

With our managed services and ope- 
rational models, we take over respon-
sibility for your system 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week.

We take care of all aspects of your 
ABT system. Whether we house  
your system at our state-of-the-

art computer centres for fail-proof 
performance or take over complete 
operation on your behalf – you can 
be assured of a round-the-clock, 
high-performance system in line with 
the very latest standards and with 
PCI-DSS certified security.

It goes without saying that comple-
te access to your data is available. 
Sophisticated reporting and analysis 
tools make evaluation simple and fast 
for all those who need it.

Our service package for you

/ PCI-DSS CERTIFIED SECURITY 

/  MANAGED SERVICE AT STATE-OF-THE-ART 
COMPUTER CENTRES

/  INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED OPERATOR 
MODELS FOR SUBSYSTEMS OR YOUR 
ENTIRE FARE MANAGEMENT

/ OPTIMUM TRANSPARENCY
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YOUR SYSTEM –  
OUR RESPON- 
SIBILITY



Our partnership

TWO EXPERTS –  
A PERFECT TEAM

What is our strategy for the best 
account-based ticketing system? We 
combine the strengths of an inno-
vative ticketing specialist with the 
expertise of a longstanding operator 
of account-based payment systems.

For this reason we have joined forces 
with Octopus Applications Limited to 
form a global partnership.  

As partners we are able to create a 
new generation of intelligent ticke-
ting solutions on your behalf.

By merging our fare management 
technology with the Octopus ac-
count-based finance system, we are 
establishing an integrated portfolio 
for account-based ticketing. Joint new 
developments and closely collabora-

tive product management are further 
cornerstones of our partnership.

The key feature here is that you re- 
ceive one of the most progressive  
ticketing systems from a single 
source. All modules, components 
and functions are perfectly harmoni-
sed and smoothly interconnected.
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Tariffs and products

Web / App

Field devices



TWO EXPERTS –
A PERFECT TEAM
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Octopus Applications Limited

/ DIRECT SUBSIDIARY OF OCTOPUS 
HOLDINGS LIMITED, THE OPERATOR OF  
THE OCTOPUS SYSTEM IN HONG KONG

The Octopus Card

/ HAS 99 % MARKET PENETRATION IN 
HONG KONG 

/ MORE THAN 33 MILLION CARDS ARE 
IN CIRCULATION

/ MORE THAN 14 MILLION TRANSACTIONS  
PER DAY

Account management / clearing

CRM system

Business intelligence

Tariffs and products

Web / App

Field devices

Open data interfaces

Payment

Media management

Our partnership gives you the benefit of a 
top-class account-based ticketing system
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Scheidt &   Bachmann USA, Inc.
Fare Collection Systems
1001 Pawtucket Blvd.
Lowell, MA 01854
USA
Phone +1 781 272-1664 
afc@scheidt-bachmann-usa.com 
www.scheidt-bachmann.com


